
 

Chrono in Joules
To ensure maximum safety on your field, all airsoft replicas should be 
measured in joules with the actual BBs used in the game (=energy of the 
BB after leaving the muzzle), not FPS with 0.2g BBs. Only the Energy / Joules 
translates into pain and injury potential. 

There is simply too much variation between the guns and ammunition used in 
these guns to ensure a reliable comparison between them based on FPS and/
or M/s. Due to various physical effects, the output energy will be different 
for 0.2g BB and the actual BB used during the game.

A light BB (e.g. 0.20g) will leave the barrel faster not utilizing the whole 
potential of the gun. Heavier BBs, on the other hand, are able to absorb more 
energy from the gun itself resulting in overall higher energy of the projectile 
after leaving the barrel. This effect is known as “joule creep”. Therefore, it’s 
always better to measure with the actual BBs the player is using during the 
game.

Joule Creep Example:
The same sniper rifle shoots 2 different BBs - 0.20g and 0.40g.
0.20g BB leaves the barrel with 141m/s or 463 FPS resulting in 2.00J muzzle 
energy. 0.40g BB leaves the barrel with 178m/s or 586 FPS resulting in 3.2J 
muzzle energy. Joule Creep from 0.20g BB to 0.40g BB is therefore 1.2J. 

Put simply, with heavier BBs the guns is about 60% more powerful resulting 
in a higher risk of injury because of a wrong measuring process. If measured 
correctly (with the BB the player actually plays) you will prohibit injuries.

How to measure energy?
Most modern chronographs have the energy calculator built in. Just set the 
correct BB weight and it will be automatically calculated.
In case your chronograph does not have this function you can easily find the 
energy charts on page 3 and page 4.
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SAFETY DOCUMENTS FOR AIRSOFT FIELDS

Cheatsheet
Chrono
• Do not hold the chronograph in 

your hands (Dangerous)
• Use a tripod. 
• Set your units (Metric/Imperial).
• Ask the player which BB he is 

using.
• Set the correct BB weight in the 

menu. 
• Shoot through the chronograph 

3 times. Wait after each shotl.
• Read the Joules, not the fps / 

m/s

Setup
• Aligned the barrel perfectly 

with the chronograph.
• Put it about 1-5 cm away from 

the entrance.
• Distance and Alignement affect 

the measurement.

Result
If the gun is within the Joule limit 
mark the gun appropriately.



 

MEASURING THE FULL THRUST SYSTEM

5.95mm BB vs. 6.44mm BB
Now that you measure in Joules, you can easily ensure that all guns and all 
BB weights are safe for the players. This includes the 0.58g BB which has the 
advantage of a bigger surface lessening the probability of injury even further.

Chronoing a Full Thrust BB
For example, we take into account that the 0.46g | 5.95mm BB and the 0.58g 
| 6.44mm BB are shot with the exact same energy of 2 Joules. This results in a 
velocity of:
0.46g | 5.95mm BB: 306 FPS ≈ 2.0 Joules
0.58g | 6.44mm BB: 273 FPS ≈ 2.0 Joules
Heavier 6.44BB flies slower than the 5.95mm BB resulting in the same muzzle 
energy but due to the increased diameter, the 6.44BB is less likely to cause an 
injury. Due to the inceased diameter from 5.95mm to 6.44mm the cross-section 
of the BBs are as following:
0.46g | 5.95mm BB: 27.8mm2
0.58g | 6.44mm BB: 32.6mm2

The energy per area which causes pain and injury is the total Energy divided 
by the Area:
0.46g | 5.95mm BB: 2 Joules / 27.8mm2 = 71›940 Joules / m2
0.58g | 6.44mm BB: 2 Joules / 32.6mm2 = 61›350 Joules / m2

Applied to Airsoft
The energy per area is 14,7% lower which results in:
• Less Pain experienced by a hit.
• Less Irritation of the skin and chance to damage the skin.
• Less stress put onto gear and safety equipment.
• Less Skin irritation (page 5)
• Less penetration of ballistic clay (page 5)
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Cheatsheet
BBs

Dimensions
Diameter: 6.44mm
Weight: 0.58g
Surface: 130mm2
Volume: 140mm3

Compared to 5.95BB
Diameter: 8.2% bigger
Weight: 26% heavier
Surface: 11% bigger
Volume: 26% bigger

Material
Biodegradable PLA (Same as the 
0.46g Bio BB)
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ENERGY CHART 1
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ENERGY CHART 2
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ADDITIONAL GRAPHICS


